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On this day

Beautiful square 

As a surprise, a message appears on my phone.  With the title "On this day".

Pensive looking out the window.  To the olive tree that is nodding.  At the end of the garden, in the 

summer breeze.

Dissatisfaction about the corona-policy grows: the Netherlands seriously divided. Such a sad 

headline on the down-to-earth stomach. Above a news item of the Algemeen Dagblad. 

A section created by the algorithm.  In the application that manages my source files.  Columns, 

drafts and writings saved by the program.  Collected in a neat timeline. 

Dutchmen, all together a headstrong nation.  Accept a given situation, oh no. Nagging to the point 

of boredom. Not letting the discussion go by.  Always thinking to know better. Rebellious, 1



Dutchmen, all together a headstrong nation.  Accept a given situation, oh no. Nagging to the point 

of boredom. Not letting the discussion go by.  Always thinking to know better. Rebellious, 

regardless of which well-intentioned preventive measure recommended by the government. 

I am curious.  To investigate what this virtual time machine offers me.  Concerned about what I 

wrote down.  Of course also where I was.  A trip to the time.

Harmony 

The olive tree in the culture of the Jewish people seen as a symbol of peace and happiness. Far 

from harmonious is the growing animation between population groups. The initial togetherness is 

gone. About the virus threat approach. The one finds it too limp. The other too strict or unjust. 

If only they faced the truth, dispelled the falsehoods definitively, and took appropriate 

measures, the plague would end because no one could imagine it correctly or incorrectly.

(The Plague, Albert Camus).

In Portugal you will find beautiful characteristic olive trees, so far as the eye can see. Knotty, ornate 

copies. Beautifully raise their pointed pupils, silver gray leaves against a blue Mediterranean sky. 

The origin of the olive tree is surrounded by the Eastern Mediterranean countries. They stood 

beautifully. Around the square about which I wrote on September 24, 2016. 

Dreaming away for a while, far away from the diarrhea of disturbing news? Read along.  Talking 

about bickering.
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about bickering.

Website | Woordenbrei

Twitter |  Woordenbrei
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